Enterprise Endpoint
Security Strategy:
A TCO Perspective

STRATEGY DURING THE GOLDEN ERA OF ANTIVIRUS
Back in the day when viruses ruled the cyber threat landscape, it was the Windows-based computer
that was most vulnerable. These PCs and laptops comprised the predominant endpoint platform
most organizations deployed. Protecting each computer against viruses and file-based malware
involved a simple installation of antivirus software on the local machine, requiring periodic downloads
of new signatures to keep it safe from the latest viruses.
SOPHISTICATED ATTACKS AND DIVERSE ENDPOINT DEVICE PLATFORMS COMPLICATE
PROTECTION STRATEGY
Today’s threats have evolved far beyond run-of-the-mill computer viruses and basic exploits.
Enterprise organizations collectively face billions of highly sophisticated attacks across multiple
vectors—not just file-based malware. In fact, even the malware that AV would normally catch is often
altered and packaged in ways that make it appear new or benign, allowing it to completely evade
detection.
What further complicates endpoint security matters is the fact that organizations now manage more
endpoint platforms than just Windows; Macs have grown to comprise a significant percentage of
enterprise endpoint devices, and Linux-based servers are being deployed in abundance to support a
wide variety of business-critical applications. The resulting endpoint attack surface is much broader,
and thus much more difficult for organizations to reduce and defend.
Given these challenges, it should come as no surprise that establishing an effective endpoint security
strategy has become the number one priority for 81% of CIOs, according to a 2016 CIO Survey
conducted by research firm Piper Jaffray.
Unlike during the Golden Era of Antivirus, there exists a multitude of technologies, solutions, and
strategies for securing corporate endpoints, and each approach results in a distinctly different
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) to the organization. Enterprises should never skimp on essential
cybersecurity investments. However, they can still optimize costs while implementing the most
effective protection strategies.
This paper provides an overview of two distinct approaches to endpoint protection. The first
involves a commonly-used configuration of several point solutions, and the second involves a unified
approach using only the SentinelOne Platform. Either can satisfy security and compliance
requirements, but each has a distinctly different cost profile, not only in terms of CAPEX and OPEX,
but also in terms of internal resources and impact to user productivity.
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MAPPING OUT THE CRITICAL ELEMENTS OF NEXT-GENERATION ENTERPRISE ENDPOINT
PROTECTION
Before setting out to compare any two endpoint protection strategies, it’s instructive to understand
the key functional components required in protecting a mix of endpoint devices across today’s major
threat vectors, from attack inception to full containment and remediation.
From the endpoint device perspective, the threat execution lifecycle can be divided into three
phases: pre-execution, on execution and post-execution.

PRE-EXECUTION: STATIC PREVENTION, WHITELISTING AND BLACKLISTING
Any file-based malware can be prevented from executing on a target endpoint device—provided that
the attack code has been previously detected and can be identified upfront as a known threat. This is the
essence of legacy antivirus software; its ability to block known threats from executing by directly matching a
threat to signatures that exist within the antivirus software’s management layer.
More recently, organizations have begun supplementing the shortcomings of their antivirus software by
deploying whitelisting and blacklisting technology as an additional layer of protection. These techniques
combine to form a brute force method of gating which applications are allowed to run on a particular
endpoint device. This form of prevention is an effective means of significantly shrinking the organization’s
overall attack surface, and makes hackers and cybercriminals work harder (and spend more money) to
penetrate the organization’s IT infrastructure via the endpoint.
By today’s standards, pre-execution protection should be considered table stakes for any approach to
securing the endpoint.
ON EXECUTION: DYNAMIC DETECTION OF ADVANCED MALWARE AND EXPLOITS
The execution phase is where an unknown threat (often a carefully wrapped or altered variant of a known
threat) escapes initial detection and begins to execute on the endpoint device. It is during execution where
continuous analysis of system activity is performed in order to identify malicious behavior. Detection of
advanced malware and exploits by dynamic methods was first pioneered by network-based sandbox
technologies which emulate endpoints and execute suspicious content with the goal of trying to identify
new, never-before-seen, threats. As new threats are detected, signatures are created and distributed to the
perimeter firewall with the hopes that they can be blocked during pre-execution from that point forward.
Increasingly organizations are adding new, behavior-based endpoint security solutions to prevent advanced
threats that aren’t detected at the network level. These solutions focus on the real-time identification of
malicious behaviors used by malware, exploits and stealthier script-based attacks. This is achieved by
monitoring all system level activities from the kernel space on up, forming context to allow for the quick
identification and isolation of malicious patterns that are linked to a new threat. These new solutions have
proven to be more effective against advanced threats and are increasingly used as a replacement to antivirus.
It is also important to note that the depth and extensiveness of activity monitoring on the endpoint device
determines the practicality of any forensics information that can be rendered. This is key ingredient to
successful post-execution processes.
POST-EXECUTION: MITIGATION, REMEDIATION AND FORENSIC ANALYSIS
Once an attack successfully executes on one or more endpoints, the organization remains vulnerable until
security personnel can fully mitigate it, stopping its lateral spread and eliminating it from affected devices. Many
technologies today are focused on identifying and alerting to the existence of a threat. This sends incident
response personnel into a scramble, armed with a combination of mitigation and forensics tools and manual
procedures through which attempts at finding and quarantining infected systems are made. Sometimes,
expert security consultants are called in (at a considerable expense) when internal teams need assistance
with mitigation, remediating affected files, or generating and interpreting forensic data. Ultimately, the most
effective response is one where attack mitigation and remediation are executed immediately, at the initial point
of detection. This is validated through Gartner’s Adaptive Security Architecture, and has been adopted by a few
pioneers who are integrating detection, prevention and response for a more complete approach.
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The breadth of capabilities required to build robust protection for enterprise endpoints has given rise
to a variety of applicable technologies and solutions, each with its own distinct TCO and impact to
security posture. The analysis of each of these two strategies will focus on the following factors:
• Annual cost per endpoint protected
• Endpoint performance overhead (approximate % of CPU cycles)
• User productivity impact
• Internal IT resource costs (personnel hours dedicated to endpoint security management and/or support functions)
• Cost of security contractor services (incident response, forensic analysis)

The following endpoint protection strategy analyses assume an enterprise-wide deployment across
25,000 endpoint devices.
STRATEGY A: MULTI-SOLUTION APPROACH
Protecting endpoints using a collection of different point solutions is common practice. Most
organizations have been running antivirus for many years, and instead of ripping it out and replacing
it completely, they incrementally augment endpoint protection with additional prevention, detection,
and response capabilities. The solutions typically employed on top of AV in this scenario are endpoint
detection and response (EDR) solutions for advanced anti-malware; whitelisting/blacklisting to reduce
attack surface; an anti-exploit solution and a forensics/mitigation solution. If remediation is required in
the wake of an attack, many organizations will enlist professional services to aid this effort.
AV-based endpoint protection
Antivirus is arguably the least costly means of protection. It blocks only known threats, but is ultimately very
easy to evade with simple tweaks to malicious code. Signature updates are a regular requirement, and this
has long been a noticeable drag on endpoint performance, much to the chagrin of productive corporate
users and IT.
Application Control (Whitelisting / Blacklisting)
Full application whitelisting and blacklisting capabilities are sold as standalone solutions, but the basic
capabilities are integrated into several of the endpoint protection platforms available today. Organizations
managing strict compliance requirements would most likely seek out a standalone agent-based solution that
offers detailed policy creation and enforcement.
Endpoint Detection and Response
Deployed as augmentation to AV, endpoint detection and response (EDR) solutions look for indications of
compromise or attack to alert administrators to the presence of an infected system(s). The goal of EDR is
to accelerate the time at which malware threats are detected with the hopes that a quick alert can limit the
potential for further lateral movement or exfiltration of valuable data. These solutions are typically deployed
as a standalone agent.
Anti-Exploit Solutions
Exploits comprise another prevalent threat vector that enterprise organizations must address. Some
organizations running Windows on servers and user endpoint devices have opted to take advantage of
Microsoft’s integrated Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET), which can prevent attacks from
taking advantage of software vulnerabilities. Other organizations augment protection with a standalone
anti-exploit solution that protects against the attack payload itself. Deploying this type of solution involves an
additional endpoint agent.
Forensics
In the event of a breach, detailed forensic data is essential in order to ascertain on which endpoint(s) the
attack first landed, and which systems were affected downstream. Depending on the clarity of the forensics
and the extensiveness of remediation required, outside incident response consultants may be enlisted. The
costs for these services are extremely high, ranging from hundreds of thousands to several million dollars.
For the purpose of this analysis, they will not be factored in, as consultants are generally used ad hoc.
However, for completeness we will account for the desire to have deeper forensic capabilities that are not
available in current EDR solutions.
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STRATEGY B: UNIFIED PROTECTION WITH SENTINELONE
The SentinelOne Platform offers organizations real-time, endpoint protection that unifies prevention,
detection and response in one platform managed via a single console. SentinelOne protects
Windows, OS X, and Linux-based endpoint devices from threats across all major vectors: advanced
malware (file- and memory-based), exploits and stealthy script-based attacks. The underlying threat
detection technology is a Dynamic Behavior Tracking (DBT) engine that employs machine learning
in identifying any type of malicious behavior on the endpoint as it executes. SentinelOne uses a
lightweight, autonomous endpoint agent, which monitors all activities across both user and kernel
space, establishing complete visibility into the endpoint device, and presents full-context forensics in
real-time.
SentinelOne also addresses the entire incident response flow and can automatically execute userselected policies that mitigate threats upon detection. It can even roll back affected endpoints to
their last known trusted states.
Assuming an enterprise-wide deployment of 25,000 endpoints, the costs are as follows:
• Annual cost per protected endpoint:		

$30

• Productivity impact per endpoint device:

Negligible (2% of CPU cycle consumption)

• Dedicated IT personnel required: 		

1 FTE*

*SentinelOne can be easily deployed and managed with little to no hands-on time with energy dedicated towards forensic related matters.

TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF TWO ENDPOINT PROTECTION STRATEGIES
PHASE

CRITICAL
CAPABILITY

SENTINELONE

MULTI-SOLUTION APPROACH

PRE-EXECUTION

Static Prevention

Cloud Intelligence / Reputation
Services

Antivirus (1 AGENT)

Whitelist/Blacklist

Adaptive application control

Application Control Solution
(1 AGENT)

Dynamic Malware
Detection

Dynamic Behavior Tracking Engine

EDR Solution (1 AGENT)

EXECUTION

Dynamic Exploit
Detection

POST-EXECUTION
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Mitigation

System-level monitoring across both
user and kernel space
Single, autonomous agent for
Windows, OS X, and Linux endpoint
devices

Automated mitigation
•

Kill, Quarantine, or Alert

•

Containment via endpoint
disconnect

Anti-exploit solution (1 AGENT)
(or Microsoft EMET)

Mitigation solution or manual
processes

Remediation

Integrated feature: rollback of
manipulated files

Internal manual processes or
outside consulting with homegrown remediation tools

Forensics

Full-context forensics available
in real-time (based on monitored
system activity across both user and
kernel space)

Forensics collection tool (1 AGENT)
Requires additional servers in order
to achieve near real-time delivery
of data
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TABLE 2:
COMPARISON OF SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS, PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS AND
LICENSE COSTS
SENTINELONE

MULTI-SOLUTION APPROACH

AGENTS PER ENDPOINT

1

5

MANAGEMENT CONSOLES

1

4-5

END-USER PERFORMANCE
IMPACT

2% Avg. CPU usage

~4% to 10% Avg. CPU usage

IT PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

SentinelOne = 1 FTE

Antivirus = 2 FTE
Anti-exploit = 1 FTE
Application Control = 2 FTE
EDR/Forensics = 2 FTE

TOTAL ANNUAL COST
(SOLUTIONS + PERSONNEL)

TOTAL: 1 FTE

TOTAL: 7 FTE

•

$30/endpoint x 25K endpoints =
$750K

•

•

1 FTE x $90K /year = $90K

AV + Anti-exploit + App Control +
EDR/Forensics: $121/endpoint x 25K
endpoints = $3,025,000

•

FTE: 7 x $90K/year =$630K

$840,000

$3,655,000

CONCLUSION
There are many options available to organizations seeking to build a comprehensive endpoint
protection strategy, however, any piecemeal approach involving a collection of point solutions will
always translate to higher management and interoperability complexity. Although personnel costs
and IT infrastructure performance impact will vary considerably from organization to organization,
a consolidated approach leveraging a platform that both protects against all major threat vectors
and provides full endpoint visibility and response capabilities is the best choice. It not only minimizes
costs associated with management and infrastructure complexity, but it delivers more value per
dollar on a per-endpoint basis than multiple tools, whose functionality can overlap.
In the analysis presented in this paper, the license and management costs for the piecemeal endpoint
security approach amounted to 4.3x the total cost of ownership of the solution based on the
SentinelOne Platform. SentinelOne delivers exceptional value; it protects the endpoint from the
broadest set of threat vectors (file-based and file-less malware, advanced exploits, and insider and
script-based attacks). Furthermore, it enables full visibility into endpoint activity, and delivers detailed
forensics in real-time.

# of Endpoint
Agents:

# of Management
consoles:

IT Personnel
Requirements:

SentinelOne

MultiSolution
Approach

SentinelOne

MultiSolution
Approach

SentinelOne

MultiSolution
Approach

1

5

1

4-5

1fte

7fte
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Solution License
Costs (1-yr):
SentinelOne
$

30

MultiSolution
Approach
$

121

Normalized TCO:

SentinelOne

MultiSolution
Approach

1

4.3

5

